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Dedication
In deepest Love and Gratitude,
I dedicate this book to my Eternal Friends,
Adama, Rosalia and Mikos.


In Appreciation
A very special thanks to Lawrence M. Frank
for supporting the publication of this book.
To Aurelia Louise Jones for permission to reprint Adama’s portrait
and for publishing the second and third printing of my Telos book.
To Max Fyﬁeld from Denmark, Visionary Hollow Earth Artist,
for contributing his drawing of the interior of the Hollow Earth.
To Lutz Mueller, for use of the Telos Symbol.
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A Note About the Revised Edition
This book is an expanded edition of the original work, and
includes messages that were received as recently as January of 2008.
Most of them were transmitted to me telepathically by Adama.
I have also included messages received from the Inner Earth
Beings, Mikos in the Hollow Earth, the Galactic Command, and
Rosalia, an Elder in Telos who migrated there at the onset of the
Atlantean/Lemurian wars over 12,000 years ago.
Dianne Robbins
July 2011
www.DianneRobbins.com
TelosMtShasta@gmail.com
585-802-4530
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Foreword
Beloved Readers,
We had parted from (but were still in sight of) our delightful
newfound friends when a solitary male ﬁgure coming down
the slope caught our attention. “That looks like St. Germain,”
said my friend; leaving me blank, since I had never seen his
picture. The man clad in a simple light-purple robe stopped,
smiled, and nodded acknowledgement, hands together. On
later viewing St. Germain’s photographs, I am ever more fully
conﬁdent it was He.
We sat with the Lemurians again later, walked down the
mountain with them to the main Panther Meadow parking area
where words of the friendly “aliens” quickly spread. Rapidly,
they were surrounded with perhaps 30 people ﬁring questions.
With their same grace and profundity, they satisﬁed everyone of
their validity. The next day, they showed up again as promised,
allowing three meetings with us, for a total of four to six hours
of fascinating talks with them.
I was utterly astonished, to say the least, when I recently
came across the Telos book, validating everything they told
us then, clarifying and offering solutions to every problem on
Earth.
Perhaps other physical contacts with them will come to
light. In all sobrieties, I predict that the Telos book is the
book that humanity has been waiting for, and will outsell
all other books in history. I mean this with my heart. This utterly unexpected “Gift” from God is indeed a more dramatic
13
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story than the “Second Coming” itself. We, as surface dwellers, can utilize this divine help from below to prepare, enhance
and guarantee the speedy arrival of the return of the Christ
Consciousness on this planet.
It is my opinion that every person who reads this book
will assist in raising the mass consciousness threefold. Please
share the Telos book with everyone you meet and assist the
ushering in of the seventh golden age of Love, Peace, Enlightenment and true Brotherhood.
Sincerely,
At the crack of the Dawn of Light,
Ellis Princeton Winton
California, U.S.A.
Year 2000
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Part One
Beginnings

1. Welcome
Welcome from the Hollow Earth
(Mikos, through Suzanne Mattes)

What you hold in your hands is no less than a collective
miracle between WE of the Subterranean Community and the
author of this book. It is a miracle of love, dedication, and heartfelt desire between kinsman and family. I am privileged and
honored to be able to come forward to present this collaborative effort on behalf of Telos and those of us who dwell beneath
the surface on this beautiful planet which you call Earth.
My name is Mikos, and I am a resident of the city of Catharia. I am a Catharian from the Library of Porthologos, located
in the HOLLOW EARTH beneath the Aegean Sea. This communiqué is in honor of the publication of the messages from
our sister-colony, TELOS.
Our sister city, Telos, has established a long-term link with
those of you from the surface. Many of the residents from Telos
live and work among you, just as we do—and have done so
for a very long time. How very precious is the bond of hearts
in the miracle of love!
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Each time a noteworthy archeological trek uncovers
a part of that which you call your planetary history, WE of
the Subterranean Colonies rejoice in knowing that you are
remembering a time when many of us regularly and openly
lived among you. Each time you realize that all things are
interconnected, from the tiniest element of dirt beneath your
feet, to the smallest of life forms within the oceans, to the great
expanse of the heavens above you that twinkle with billions of
stars, we celebrate.
You as surface dwellers frequently believe you are alone,
but you are not. We are not only with you, we are like you. Yet
do not assume that everyone who shares this place with you
looks like you, or represents your cultures, or supports your
sciences, religions, and politics. We kindly let this misconception pass silently among the greater numbers of you, as we
do not wish to add yet another shake-up to your people, and
create a larger span of place and time between us through the
perception of our differences.
Each time you forget to be kind to yourself and each other,
each time you ﬁght and are hostile and angry, we send more
love to you and this planet so that all may live in harmony
despite the unique abilities of physical appearance, location,
and lifestyle.
For us to be with you, in heart and mind, is the greatest
gift and honor we may have, now and forever. WE, of the
Subterranean World, welcome this bridge we are able to create between your society and ours. All life, and all existence,
depends upon this bridge.
18
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Celebrate now with each other, and with us, as you read
the messages presented within these pages. They represent
the past, the present, and the future—a future highly possible
for your children and ours. With much love, respect, and joy,
we open the bridge and the doors to the One United EarthWorld Colonies for Earth.

A Word from the Author
Having spent most of my lifetime feeling out of sync with
the rest of society, I began to meditate in 1989. I had taught
school for many years, and even with all my degrees and all
my education, I still couldn’t make sense of my life on Earth
until I connected with my Twin Flame and began receiving
inner guidance. Along with this ultimate connection came the
remembrance of who “I AM” and why I am here.
It was a few years after this that I “found” a newsletter
written by Sharula Dux, who came to the surface of the Earth
from Telos, an underground city inside of Mt. Shasta. She
was born in 1725, and presently lives in Santa Fe, NM, with
her husband.
In Sharula’s newsletter, she wrote about the Subterranean
Cities beneath the Earth’s surface, and told about life in Telos.
She wrote that Adama was an Ascended Master and the High
Priest of Telos. Upon my seeing the name “Adama”, I couldn’t
stop wondering about him. One day I was sitting in meditation thinking about Adama, with my pen and notebook by my
side, when I suddenly felt a burst of loving and gentle energy
go right through me, almost lifting me up into the air. I then
19
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heard the words, “I am Adama, speaking to you from Telos.”
You see, our thoughts go out into the Universe and instantly
connect us to whomever we think about. So at the moment I
thought about Adama, He received my thought and responded.
Our thoughts are Light, and this Language of Light is the universal language which operates from within us at the sub-atomic
level, through all frequencies, dimensions, time, and space.
Wherever our attention is, our consciousness goes. Adama
felt my frequency and resonated to it. I then felt his response
through the Language of Light, and my brain translated his
frequency into thought, images, and words.
For me, this was quite a simple process. I was just the
receiver, recording the words as they came. My mind was
entirely out of the way, neither analyzing nor evaluating nor
judging the content of the message.
We each have our own distinct frequency band which
identiﬁes us to anyone in the Universe. This is our “signature”,
so to speak. All we need to do is think a thought, and it arrives
at its destination. This Living Light Language communes between all things, from the sub-atomic to the intergalactic, and
connects all of life, everywhere.
Remember, We Are All One. When you think about an
Ascended Being like Adama, know that He is instantly aware
of your thoughts, and responds immediately. You just have to
clear the air waves so you can hear his reply. That is the key.
Adama began to dictate messages to me at scheduled
appointment times, and I would write them word-for-word in
a spiral notebook. These dictations are still continuing, and I
20
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Adama
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have been guided to compile the messages and have them
published. I now understand that as Lailel (my Star name), I
have worked with Adama in past ages, and have lived many
lifetimes in Telos and in Lemuria.

A Word About Telos
Telos, a Lemurian colony under Mt. Shasta in northern California, is a city of Light governed by a council of 12
Ascended Masters and its High Priest, Adama. The name
Telos means “communication with spirit”.
The citizens of Telos, formerly of Lemuria, are working
toward the Ascension. They can astral project to any location, and can telecommunicate to anyone in any locality of
time and space. In Adama’s messages of empowerment, he
tells us of our goal: “to become a Spiritual Warrior, one who
acknowledges the Light within, and to reunite humanity into
ONE human family. For once humanity feels God’s Love directly
from within, all will be able to understand their purpose for being here on Earth, and will cease to feel the separation of their
soul from God’s Light.”
All planets are Hollow, and are inhabited by human life
of one vibration or another. The Sun is also Hollow, and is
not hot, but cold. Our Earth is Hollow, and contains an Inner
Central Sun.
The governing city within the Inner Earth is called Shamballa. It is located inside the very center of the planet, and can
be accessed through holes at either the north or south pole
of this planet. The northern and southern lights that we see in
22
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our skies are actually reﬂections of Earth’s Inner Central Sun,
emanating from her hollow core.
There are over 120 Subterranean Cities located within
the Earth’s crust. These Cities of Light are not far beneath
the Earth’s surface. As a grouping, these cities are called
the Agartha Network. The INNER EARTH BEINGS are highly
evolved beings living on the interior surface of the Hollow
Earth. They are mostly ascended souls who have chosen to
continue their evolution in the Earth’s inner recesses because
of the perfection of conditions existing there.
Although Atlantis and Lemuria have become myths on the
surface, the people from Atlantis and Lemuria are ﬂourishing
in their underground cities. The people within these colonies
are people just like you and me, who are living in the third
dimension, just as we are.
Our Milky Way Galaxy is divided into 12 sectors. Our solar system is located in Sector Nine, and this sector contains
hundreds of other solar systems. The Ashtar Command, also
known as the Galactic Command, is composed of millions
of starships and volunteers from many star systems and dimensions in our galaxy. The Galactic Command is part of the
Confederation of Planets, and protects this sector of the Milky
Way Galaxy. Their purpose is to assist Earth through this current cycle of planetary Ascension. My twin ﬂame is a member
of the Galactic Command, and he guides me in my work of
reuniting, through awareness and communication, Earth’s
civilizations—both above and below the surface.
Ashtar is the Confederation of Planets commander for our
24
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sector. The Silver Fleet oversees our solar system, and has
its spaceport inside of Mt. Shasta. Anton, who is from Telos,
is the name of the commander of the Silver Fleet. It is primarily the people from the Subterranean Cities who serve on the
Silver Fleet.

Welcome from the Confederation of Planets
“Know who you are. Know you are on a great galactic
mission. Know we all travel beside you as one.”

Welcome from Adama
“Greetings from Telos! We have been telecommunicating
with Dianne, giving her messages to publish on our behalf. We
urge you to read the messages in our book, for its purpose is
to Awaken you to our Existence, to bring to your Awareness
the full consciousness of the Cetaceans, and to Sound the
Call to Awaken to the world around you.”
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“We had journeyed far
to reach our goal in consciousness,
and had to go into the depths of the Earth
to ﬁnd the true peace we were looking for.
Telos is our home, our haven,
and we don’t want to leave it,
not for very long, at least.”


“Travel with us, on the Divine path to God,
acknowledging your Divinity
every step of the way,
as we step together,
One step from Below
and One step from Above,
in the Divine walk through life,
meeting as One in the Stars.”
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